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The primary uniform of the LCSRA consists of a gold jersey, solid black shorts,
black knee-length socks with three white stripes at the cuff or solid black with
the USSF logo, and black shoes (may have some white) designed for soccer.
Jerseys and shorts are to be of a matching style and material/fabric. Also, the
uniform must be commercially manufactured for the purpose of officiating (ex.
Official Sports, Law 5, Olympus).
The entire crew must have same jersey sleeve length and color.
The alternate jersey for LCSRA officials is any other jersey color/style (i.e. red,
black or blue) as long as the same jersey length sleeves are worn by the entire
crew and is to be substituted for the standard gold jersey indicated above only in
situations where wearing gold conflicts with the uniforms worn by either or
both teams.
Jewelry other than a watch and wedding ring is not to be worn by LCSRA
officials during matches.
Articles of clothing may be worn beneath uniforms provided that they do not
extend beyond the length of the jersey sleeves, shorts, or socks; such additional
clothing should be black in color.
Under no circumstances will the referee be allowed to wear clothing over the
appropriate uniform. (This includes but is not limited to jackets and/or pants of
any style).
At the discretion of the referee, Assistant Referees may be permitted to wear a
jacket, pants, and/or gloves in extreme weather conditions provided such
articles are black in color.
Officials may wear caps during matches provided that they are of the baseball
style and must be solid black with no emblems or designs on either the crown or
bill. In any event, such caps are only to be worn to keep rain off prescription
eyeglasses.
Referees assigned to matches have the responsibility to insure that this policy is
enforced and that their instructions are to be complied with by Assistant
Referees during the course of his/her match.
A referee has the right to dismiss an Assistant Referee from any match in which
he/she is in violation of this policy and where, in doing so, the match would not
be adversely affected.
Officials are required to report violations of this policy to the Commissioner.
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